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! Introduction
Exploring the challenges of landing in the US market 

Over the last 30 years, the US market has attracted thousands of international 
technology companies and, today, Silicon Valley, San Francisco, New York, Boston, 

Seattle and other innovation hubs across the USA continue to attract international 
entrepreneurs. 

According to a 2014 study by the Kauffman foundation, immigrants to the US 
represent 17% of high-tech entrepreneurs. We estimate that 3,000 startups from Europe 
and Asia establish a subsidiary in, or move to, the USA every year. The major universities 

have specific programs focused on international entrepreneurship in the US. In Silicon 
Valley, New York and Boston there is a thriving ecosystem of incubators, networking 

groups, lawyers, accountants, headhunter and consultants that specialize in supporting 
international companies. 

The US technology market is large and vibrant. Competition is fierce, whether it is 

competition for customers, talent, media attention or financial resources. International 
tech companies, in particular, face additional and specific challenges. Language, time 

zone and cultural differences create hurdles that local companies do not have to clear.  

And since entrepreneurial success is predicated on a team’s ability to “navigate” the 
industry and leverage business networks, it would seem intuitive that international 

startups would be at a disadvantage when venturing outside their domestic markets. 

Intuitive, but true? 

http://www.firematter.com/views
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! Introduction

With so much investment activity and such a thriving international ecosystem in the US, 
it is surprising how little research and factual data is available about the challenges 

that international technology companies face when entering the US market.  

That’s why we set out to explore those challenges and the strategies of international 

tech companies employ with our 2014 FireMatter Views Survey.  

FireMatter Views is a year-long market research project that samples international tech 
companies as they approach the US market and maps their characteristics, objectives, 

challenges and solutions. Between March and September 2014 we have conducted 
dozens of face-to-face and phone interviews and surveyed 200+ companies.  

This report summarizes the results of our research and represents a modest 
contribution to help international tech entrepreneurs and executives succeed in tapping 
into the largest technology market in the world.  

A big thank you to the many partners that have helped us with this work and the 
hundreds of respondents that have taken the time to answer our questions. 

 
Matteo @ FireMatter 

  

   

Exploring the challenges of landing in the US market 
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66% or respondents told us that they are either already in the US  
or plan to be within less than 12 months. 

 US Market Presence
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$ A large share of our respondent pool is already in the USA 
Q: Is your company currently active in the US market?

Two out of every three responses came from companies either already active in the US 
market or with plans to be in the near-term.   

37% of respondents reported being poised to enter the US market within a year. 17% 
are relatively new to the market, having been active in the US for less than a year, and 

12% have been actively engaged in the market for over a year.  

34% are not currently active in the US market and have “no immediate plans to be”. 34%

37%

17%

12%

Active in the US?
2/3 of companies have already moved or plan to.
66% or respondents told us that they are either already in the US or 
plan to be within less than 12 months. 

Yes, for less than a year.

Planning within a year.

Yes, for over a year.

No & no plans.

%
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Geography, Size & Sectors
We surveyed companies from 44 countries, the majority of which 
operate in the software sector and have less 50 employees.
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' Companies in the survey come from 44 different countries
Q: Where is your company based or headquartered?

Companies based in Italy (19%), Germany (14%) and the United States (9%) were well represented among a diverse pool of respondents headquartered in 44 different 

countries across the globe. Companies based in Europe, including the United Kingdom, Spain, the Netherlands, France, Austria, Belgium, Portugal, Norway and Bulgaria, 
accounted for the largest share of respondents (66%), followed by Middle East and Asia (16%) and the Americas (12%).

30%

2%
2%

2%
3%

3%
4%

4% 4%
4%

9%

14%

19%

Italy Germany USA India Russia
UK Spain Israel Netherlands Singapore
France Austria ROW
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| SaaS, mobile, consumer internet and enterprise are the top sectors
Q: What sectors does your company operate in?

Though responses covered a variety of fields and areas of expertise, the respondent 

population identified most strongly with sectors relevant to the software startup 
ecosystem, with SaaS (1st ranked response with 28% of respondents), mobile (2nd with 
27%), consumer internet (4th with 21%) and enterprise software (5th with 17%) taking 

the bulk of responses.

SaaS

Mobile

Consumer Internet

Enterprise Software

Marketplaces

Social Media

E-Commerce

Advertising

Digital Media

Health Care and Wellness

Financial Services

Gaming

Consumer Electronics

Other 22%

4%

4%

8%

9%

9%

10%

13%

13%

13%

17%

21%

27%

28%

Software rules.
All in all, 62% of all responses were in categories that are predicated on the 
development and sale of software products.  

Education and Venture Capital are also relevant.
Of those who chose to add additional fields or descriptors to define their 
space (the “Other” option), 15% of responses in this category were related to 
venture capital and crowd funding businesses and 10% were relate to 
“education”.

62%

Note: Respondents could select up to 3 answers.

)
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* We tapped into a young cohort of companies
Q: When was your company founded?

The respondent population strongly skews towards  a young set of companies, with 60% founded within the last 3 
years--in 2012, 2013, and 2014. 14% were founded between 2010 and 2011.  

Approximately 1 in 5 were founded in the ten years between 2001 and 2010 and only 2% were founded before 2000, 
while 7% have yet to be formally established. 

2 %

2000 and earlier 2001 to 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Not Yet 

Founded

10 %
1 %

2 % 2 % 4 %
9 %

5 %

20 %

30 %

10 %

7 %

A very young pool.
3 companies out of 4 in our survey were founded in the last 4 
years, from 2010 to 2014. 30% were founded in 2013 alone. 

74%

http://www.firematter.com/views
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$

As expected given the number of responses coming from early stage 
companies, 21% represent micro firms with 1 to 3 employees and over half of 

companies represented have staff ranging from 4 to 10 employees. 22% 
reported a headcount of between 11 and 50 employees and 5% have more 
than 50 employees. 

5%

22%

52%

21%

Size of company?

1 to 3

4 to 10

11 to 50

50 +

A pool of micro and small tech companies.
95% or respondents told us that their company has less than 50 
people on staff. If we consider companies founded in the last 3 
years, that percentage grows to almost 99%! 

95%

All

Founded in last 3 years

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Early stage and small companies
Q: How many people work at your company?

http://www.firematter.com/views
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Founder/Co-Founder
Manager
Employee
Investor
Other
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$ Almost 2/3 of respondents are “founders”
Q: What is your position at the company?

Respondents were primarily founders or senior executives at their respective 
companies. Founders were the most represented category with 58% of the 

respondents self-identifying as either “founders” or “co-founders”. Executives 
(such as CEO, CMO, CTO, CFO, VP) accounted for another 27%.

13%

13%

22%

53%

CEO
CMO/Marketing Manager
VP/Executive
CTO

http://www.firematter.com/views
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Key Business Challenges
Marketing and Sales top the list of challenges for international 
tech companies in the US market. High cost of hiring and doing 
business is also a major concern.
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| Selling remotely and market knowledge are the toughest challenges
Q: What are the main marketing, sales and biz dev challenges in entering the US market?

Marketing and Sales challenges emerged as the most relevant concerns for companies 

entering the US market. The challenges ranking 1st, 2nd and 3rd—“Difficult to manage 
sales opportunities from a different timezone”, “Lack of knowledge of US market”, 
“Lack of local US business development/channel partners”, respectively—highlight 

key issues in managing marketing channels and sales due to unfamiliarity with the 
market and challenges in running operations across time differences. 

Difficult to manage sales remotely

Lack of knowledge of US market

Lack of local US channel partner(s)

Lack of local US investors/funding

Lack of local US team

Lack of knowledge of US legal issues

High cost of Human Resources

Product localization/adaptation to US

High cost of Marketing

Difficult to support customers remotely

High cost of Operations

Too much competition in the market

Product support/documentation for US

High cost of Professional Services

Too much competition for technical talent

Lack of understanding of cultural issues

Too much competition for marketing talent

Poor English language skills

There are no challenges

Too much competition for managerial talent

Other 5%

1%

3%

5%

7%

7%

9%

14%

16%

16%

16%

19%

19%

24%

25%

25%

26%

30%

31%

32%

34%

◎
It’s all about Marketing and Sales.
Other high-ranking marketing and sales-related responses included product 
localization challenges (#8), marketing costs (#9), customer support (#10) 
and product marketing (#12) issues.  

High cost of doing business in the US matters.
Cost-related responses were also a material concern for many companies. 1 in 
4 respondents selected high HR costs, such as salaries and benefits, and 1 in 5 
pointed at marketing costs as key challenges in entering the US market.

Note: Respondents could select up to 5 answers.

-

Only 3% of respondents found “no challenges” in entering the US market. 

http://www.firematter.com/views
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| US funding and channel partners are seen as key to success
Q: What are the main actions you took (or plan to take) to address your top challenges?

Securing funding from US investors was the highest ranking response--almost 1 in 2 

respondents (46%) see US investors as key to addressing the challenges they face in the 
US market. In addition, respondents seemed to favor two broad approaches to 
addressing their individual issues: seeking local partnerships and establishing local 
operations.  

Seek funding from US investors

Seek US distribution/channel partners

Create a US subsidiary

Transfer permanently (part of) our team to the US

Hire a US-based sales team

Seek US advisors

Join a US business incubators/accelerator

US-based law firm

Attend seminars/training about business in the US

Hire a US-based marketing team

Hire a US-based CEO

No specific action

Hire a US-based CMO

US-based consulting firms

Hire a US-based CFO

Hire a US-based product/engineering team

Hire a US-based CTO

Other 4%

0%

2%

4%

5%

7%

10%

14%

16%

16%

20%

26%

30%

31%

32%

39%

40%

46%

.
Local partnerships are key.
As far as partnerships are concerned, securing US distribution/channel 
partners ranked 2nd overall with 40% of respondents. Seeking out US 
advisors and joining US business incubators—two particular types of 
partnerships—ranked 6th and 7th respectively. 

Setting up local operations is a priority.
As for establishing operations in the US, the most popular actions are to create 
a local subsidiary and “transfer permanently” a team to the US (39% and 
32% of respondents respectively).

/

Hiring key sales positions and across the board.
Other responses focused on local hiring and staffing. Hiring a US sales team 
was clearly a priority in this regard, with almost one third of respondents 
indicating this as a key action.

♂

Note: Respondents could select up to 5 answers.

http://www.firematter.com/views
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Market Entry Strategies
Companies are focused on product innovation in existing categories and 
proven markets. Direct online sales, channel partners and digital 
marketing strategies are seen as key to US market entry. 
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$ Companies aim to introduce new products in existing markets
Q: Select your company's strategic choices in terms of Product Strategy

Product Development 46%

Diversification 22%

Market Penetration 18%

Market Development 13%

2

We asked respondents to identify their product strategy based on two 

widely known and well-understood strategic frameworks: Ansoff’s 
Matrix, which maps existing and new products against existing and/
or new markets and Porter's Generic Strategies framework, which 

describes how a company pursues competitive advantage across its 
chosen market scope.

&

Existing Market

New Market

New ProductExisting Product

Product development (Ansoff)

Segmentation/niche leader (Porter)

Diversification (Ansoff)

Premium differentiation (Porter)

Market penetration (Ansoff)

Cost leader (Porter)

Market development (Ansoff)

No specific strategy

Other 3%

5%

13%

14%

18%

21%

22%

33%

39%

Of the four possible strategies in Ansoff ’s matrix, almost half (46%) of all companies 

implemented a “product development” strategy (i.e. introducing a new product in 
an existing market or category). One in five (22%) have chosen a “diversification” 
strategy, which entails a risky entry into a new market with a new product. Not far 
behind, 17% of respondents have implemented an incremental “market 
penetration” strategy, with companies pushing existing products in established 

categories.  

Surprisingly, despite a respondent pool largely comprised of international 

companies entering a new market, only 13% of respondents report implementing a 
“market development” strategy (i.e. the introduction of existing products into a 
new market).

http://www.firematter.com/views
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| Subscription and freemium pricing models take the lead
Q: Select your company's strategic choices in terms of Pricing Strategy

Perhaps due to the fact that a large share of companies label themselves as “SaaS” 

companies, the most widely adopted pricing strategy is subscription pricing with 39% 
of respondents.  

The top 5 pricing strategies included also unit pricing (33%), freemium pricing (27%), 

commissions (20%) and revenue share (19%), reflecting the prevalence of typical 
software-as-a-service and marketplace business models. 

Subscription pricing

Per-unit pricing

Freemium pricing

Commissions

Revenue share

Time and materials pricing

Value-based pricing

Term licenses

Rental fees

Performance pricing

Perpetual licenses

Royalties

CPC/CPM/CPL/CPI pricing

No specific pricing strategy

Other 1%

4%

6%

7%

8%

10%

10%

11%

11%

11%

19%

20%

27%

33%

39%

3
Traditional software pricing less prevalent.
A significant drop in the response rate followed after the top 5 positions, which 
included more traditional pricing models in the technology and software 
industry, such as term and perpetual licenses and royalties. 

CPM/CPC/CPL advertising pricing is at the bottom.
Only 6% of respondents selected CPC/CPM/CPL/CPI pricing as a pricing 
strategy. Cost per click, cost per impression and related internet traffic 
accounting is a traditional and widely used model in digital media and 
advertising, but not very popular among survey’s respondents.

Note: Respondents could select more than one answer.

6%

4% of respondents had “no specific pricing strategy” in entering the US market. 

http://www.firematter.com/views
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| Companies expect to go primarily “direct” to the market
Q: Select your company's strategic choices in terms of Distribution

In terms of distribution, the direct online sales channel is by far the most prevalent, 

with more than twice as many respondents selecting the channel at 61%  than the 
second ranked response—“Reseller/VAR/distributor”—at 29%.  

Over one in four companies selected the traditional enterprise field salesforce as 

their sales and distribution strategy, which ranked third overall. 

Direct on-line sales

Indirect: reseller/VAR/distributor

Enterprise field sales

Indirect: ad network

Inside sales

Indirect: system integrator

Agent/franchise network

OEM partnership

Indirect: publisher

No specific channel strategy

Indirect: Retail

Other 2%

7%

11%

12%

12%

13%

15%

17%

17%

26%

29%

61%

4
Direct go-to-market is preferred approach…
Unsurprisingly given the nature of the responding companies, direct online is 
the most prevalent channel decision by a wide margin, selected twice as many 
times as the second ranking response.

… But channel partnerships are also key.
Channel partnerships and indirect distribution seem to be widely adopted 
strategies for tech companies entering the US market. Distribution through a 
VARs or distributors was selected by almost 1 in 3 respondents (29%) and a 
system integrator channel was chosen by 15%.  

29%

Note: Respondents could select more than one answer.

1 in 10 respondents had “no specific channel strategy” in entering the US market. 

http://www.firematter.com/views
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| Digital marketing channels and media relations are key
Q: Select your company's strategic choices in terms of Marketing and Communications

Digital marketing and communications strategies were clearly preferred by the majority 

of respondents. With organic social media (#1 with 61% of respondents), SEO (#3), 
content marketing (#4), email marketing (#5), paid social media (#6), search engine 
marketing (#8) taking 6 of the first 8 positions for most responses -- all with more than 

30% of respondents.  

Social Media (Organic)

PR/Media Relations

SEO

Content Marketing

Email Marketing

Social Media (Paid)

Event Marketing

SEM

Mobile Advertising

Online Sponsorships

Offline Sponsorships

Display Advertising

No Specific Strategy

Rich Media Advertising

Print/Outdoor/TV Advertising

Other 2%

2%

5%

10%

11%

11%

14%

19%

31%

35%

35%

39%

40%

45%

53%

61%

5
Non-digital MarCom is less prevalent.
Among more traditional communications strategies, media relations was by 
far the most popular, with more that half the respondents (53%) and ranking 
2nd overall behind only social media as the preferred strategy. Traditional 
advertising in print/outdoor/TV was chosen by just 2% of respondents. Also 
notable the fact that 1 in 3 respondents (35%) selected event marketing as a 
company’s communications and marketing strategy.  

Social media advertising tops paid strategies.
It is interesting to notice how paid advertising strategies stack up, with paid 
social media topping the list (35% of respondents), followed by paid search 
(31%), mobile advertising (19%) on-line sponsorships (14%), off-line 
sponsorships (10%) and display advertising (10%).

6

Note: Respondents could select more than one answer.

1 in 10 respondents have“no specific [marketing] strategy” entering the US market. 

http://www.firematter.com/views


7
Metrics & Budgets
Sales and profitability metrics are critical. Focus on SaaS 
metrics reflects dominance of on demand and subscription 
business models. 
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| Sales and profitability metrics are critical
Q: What are the most important business metrics for your company?

Sales rule, it seems, at least for international companies entering the US market! With 

59% of respondents -- twice as much as the second ranking metric -- “Revenue” was the 
overwhelming winner as the most important metric. Unsurprisingly, given the mostly 
early-stage nature of the companies in the survey, other business metrics, especially 

those related to cash management were also top of mind. Profit margin (ranked #2 
with 29% of respondents), cash flow (#4 with 24%), burn rate (7# with 21%) and EBIT 

(9# with 16%) were among the top 10 metrics.  

Revenue

Profit Margin

CAC

Cash Flow

Customer Conversion Rate

Monthly Active Users

Burn Rate

#Subscribers

EBIT

# of Customer Accounts

Average Transaction Value

CLTV

Daily Acrtive Users

# of Transactions

Monthly Uniques

Active Installs

ARPU

# Unit Shipped

Referral Rate

Monthly Page Views

Referral Conversion Rate

CTR 

Total Downloads

We do not track metrics

Other 5%
3%
3%

4%
4%
4%

5%
5%

9%
9%

10%
12%
12%

13%
13%
13%

16%
20%

21%
24%
24%
24%

25%
29%

59%

Companies live and die by their SaaS metrics.
Basic marketing acquisition metrics ranked high, with customer acquisition 
cost (CAC) and customer conversion rate both selected by approximately 1 
in 4 respondents and ranking 3rd and 5th respectively. Monthly active users 
ranked as the most popular metric among engagement measure with 24% of 
respondents. 

Traditional online media metrics are less relevant.
Older metrics that track mostly traffic and clicks ranked among the very last, a 
testament to their declining relevance in today’s technology landscape. 
Monthly page views, click-through rate and, remarkably, downloads, all 
were chosen by less than 5% of respondents.  

Note: Respondents could select more than one answer.

Only 3% of respondents said they “do not track metrics”. 

25%

<5%

http://www.firematter.com/views
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$ Marketing budget reflect focus on digital channels and external relations
Q: What is your yearly budget for marketing and business development?

The companies that participated in the survey have lean marketing operations. Almost 
two thirds (63%) spend less than $50,000 a year in marketing programs with more 

than a quarter (28%) spending less than $10,000. Only 12% have annual budgets over 
$100,000.   

7%
5%

1%

11%

13%

35%

28%

Under $10,000
$10,000 to $50,000
$50,000 to $100,000
$100,000 to $500,000
Over $500,000
Not sure
Confidential

Marketing budget?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

On average companies spend about 24% on their marketing budget in online 
advertising campaigns. The rest of the marketing budget is fairly evenly distributed 
among various marketing and communications programs.  

A first tier of evenly distributed budget allocations after online advertising includes 
Product Marketing (15% of total marketing budget), Media Relations (14%) and Events 
(13%).  

All other marketing investment choices were allocated on average less than 10% of the 
budget.  

Online advertising

Product marketing

PR/Media Relations

Events/Sponsorships

Content Marketing

Other

Discounts and promotions

Offline advertising

Email marketing

http://www.firematter.com/views
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Francesca Valentini
@francescaval90

This research would not have been possible without the help of our partners and friends. A big thank 
you for their support to:  

Francesca Valentini is a Market Analyst, based in San Francisco, where she recently 
moved to from Padua in Italy, her hometown, to jumpstart her marketing career. 
Francesca received Master’s degree in Marketing and Communications from Università 
Cà Foscari, Venice in 2014. She began studying the Born Global trend during her 
internship at FireMatter and presented the work in her Master's Thesis entitled: 
"Growth of High-Tech Born Global startups: US market entry challenges and solutions”.

Matteo Fabiano
@matteofabiano
With 20 years of experience in enterprise software, digital media and mobile 
businesses, Matteo founded FireMatter in 2009 to help international tech companies 
grow and to match corporations with impactful emerging technologies. Matteo learned 
the ropes as project manager at Hewlett-Packard, Procter & Gamble and IBM and more 
recently held executive management roles in marketing and operations at several 
Silicon Valley startups. Matteo lived and worked in Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, 
Switzerland and the USA. He holds an Engineering degree from Milan Politecnico and an 
MBA from IMD.

About FireMatter
FireMatter is a technology marketing, business development and scouting firm. We help international 
technology companies execute their North American market entry and identify industry-relevant 
emerging technologies for multinational CXOs. We focus exclusively on enterprise software, mobile 
and digital media. We are based in Silicon Valley, with a global outlook. 

hello@firematter.com  
@firematter  
+1 650 295 0915
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